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This note describes some work of Schindler, Sargsyan, Steel and the author,4

mostly done at the time of the 1st Irvine Conference on Descriptive Inner Model5

Theory and Hod Mice, July 2016. The note is intended as a supplement to the6

talk given by the author at that conference (on July 27). It is not intended7

for publication; a modified version will be prepared for publication at a later8

date, and a very similar argument appears in Schindler and Sargsyan’s paper9

[3]. The note gives more details than were provided in the talk. Moreover, in10

the talk I made a claim for which I eventually realized (in conversation with11

Ralf Schindler) that I did not have a proof. This is explained and retracted in12

Remark 2.1. The note includes a correction to this oversight.13

1 Introduction14

Suppose M#
1 exists and is fully iterable. Let δM1 be the Woodin cardinal of15

M1. Let κM1 be the least inaccessible κ of M1 such that κ > δM1 . Let Λ be16

the restriction of the iteration strategy for M1 to finite stacks of non-dropping17

normal trees in M1|κM1 . We give an inner model theoretic proof that:18

– M1[Λ] satisfies “δM1 is Woodin” and19

– M1[Λ] is iterable as a hybrid mouse.20

Let x ∈ R be such that M#
1 ≤T x. Let κx be the least inaccessible of L[x]. Let21

G ⊆ Col(ω,< κx) be L[x]-generic. Let δ∞ = ω
L[x,G]
2 . We also give an inner22

model theoretic proof that HODL[x,G] satisfies “δ∞ is Woodin”.23

The fact that HODL[x,G] satisfies “δ∞ is Woodin” was proven by Woodin24

from less assumptions, using the methods of [2]. But the argument we give here25

proceeds directly from the mouse existence assumptions, without using the the-26

ory of [2]. We will actually establish a little more than is necessary to prove the27

facts stated above. This is in order to ensure that the proof generalizes readily28

to higher contexts. In particular, the proof adapts to the context of Schindler29

and Sargsyan’s paper [3], as explained there. Moreover, this argument is the30

only one known to work in that context, as Steel observed that the determinacy31

assumptions used in [2] do not hold there.32

As we attempt to indicate below, parts of the argument are due (some in-33

dependently) to Schindler, Sargsyan, and the author, and a key idea (regarding34

Claim 13) was suggested by John Steel. The unattributed claims are due to the35
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author (though may have also been independently observed by others). Con-36

versations with Nam Trang were useful to the author.37

The argument relies on some analysis of the direct limit system for HODL[x,G].38

We briefly recall some facts and notation regarding the L[x,G] system; see [1] for39

details. The reader can verify that everything in this recollection is established40

without using the fact that δ∞ is Woodin in HODL[x,G].41

Given an M1-like premouse P , we write δP for the Woodin of P and κP for42

the least inaccessible κ of P such that δP < κ. Let V be an iteration tree on43

an M1-like premouse P . We say that V is relevant iff V = ~T = 〈Ti〉i≤n is a44

stack of normal trees Ti, where n < ω, MT00 = P , and for each i < n, Ti has45

successor length and does not drop on its main branch bTi and M
Ti+1

0 = MTi∞ .46

If P is fully iterable for relevant trees then there is a unique iteration strategy47

for such trees (this uses the Zipper Lemma together with the fact that if X is48

any proper class of ordinals then HullP (X) is cofinal in δP ), which we denote49

ΣP ; so ΣP (~T ) is just the unique cofinal wellfounded branch of Tn. A relevant50

iterate of P is a model of the form M
~T
∞, where ~T is as above and has a final51

model, and the iterate is non-dropping iff b
~T does not drop. If ΣP exists then52

ΛP denotes the restriction of ΣP to trees in P |κP .53

We have that x ∈ R and M#
1 ≤T x and54

G is (L[x],Col(ω,< κx))-generic,

where κx is the least inaccessible of L[x]. Let Fx denote the collection of all55

non-dropping relevant iterates P of M1 such that P |δP ∈ HCL[x,G]. Given non-56

dropping iterates P,Q of M1 such that Q is an iterate of P , we write iP,Q for57

the iteration map P → Q. The model M+
∞ is the direct limit of the premice in58

Fx under the the iteration maps. We also write iP,M+
∞

for the direct limit map59

P → M+
∞. We write δ∞ = δM

+
∞ and κ∞ = κM

+
∞ . Let Σ = ΛM+

∞
. For P ∈ Fx60

and s ∈ OR<ω, say that (P, s) is stable iff whenever Q ∈ Fx is a relevant iterate61

of P , we have iP,Q(s) = s. For P ∈ Fx, say that P is x-good iff x is extender62

algebra generic over P .63

Let Fcov denote the covering direct limit system (with nodes (P, s) where64

P is M1-like, P |δP ∈ HCL[x,G], s ∈ OR<ω, δP < max(s) and P is strongly65

s-iterable in L[x,G]; see [1]). Of course if P ∈ Fx and (P, s) is stable and66

δP < max(s) then (P, s) ∈ Fcov. Let M∞ be the direct limit of Fcov. So67

M∞|δ∞ ∈ HODL[x,G]. Let (P, s) ∈ Fcov. Then68

s− = s\{max(s)},
69

HP
s = HullP |max(s)(γPs ∪ {s−}),

where70

γPs = sup(HullP |max(s)({s−}) ∩ δP ).

We write71

π(P,s),(Q,t) : HP
s → HQ

t ,
72

π(P,s),∞ : HP
s →M∞

for the maps defined in [1] (in particular, π(P,s),∞ is the direct limit map). We73

also define the maps ∗ and σ as in [1]:74

(s−)∗ = π(P,s),∞(s−),
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and σ : M∞ →M+
∞ is the unique map such that75

σ(π(P,s),∞(x)) = iP,M+
∞

(x)

whenever P ∈ Fx and (P, s) is stable and x ∈ HP
s . So we have σ � δ∞ = id;76

we show below that in fact, σ = id. (In the present context we obviously have77

M∞ = M+
∞, because M∞ = L[M∞|δ∞] = M+

∞, but we give a more generalizable78

proof of this in what follows.)79

Let P be a transitive proper class. By (the) indiscernibles for P we mean Sil-80

ver indiscernibles (if they exist), and we denote this class by IP . By elementarily-81

indiscernibles for P we mean an infinite class I of ordinals such that for all n < ω82

and formulas ϕ and α0, . . . , αn−1, β0, . . . , βn−1 ∈ I, if αi < αi+1 and βi < βi+183

for i+ 1 < n, then84

P |= ϕ(α0, . . . , αn−1) ⇐⇒ P |= ϕ(β0, . . . , βn−1).

2 The argument85

Write I = IL[x]. Claims 1 and 3 were observed independently by the author86

and Schindler.87

Claim 1. For any P,Q ∈ Fx with P being x-good and Q a relevant iterate of88

P , we have89

IP = IQ = I = IL[x,G].

Therefore iP,Q �I = id and (P, s) is stable for every s ∈ I<ω.90

Proof. The fact that IP = I = IL[x,G] is standard, and likewise the fact that91

IQ = iP,Q“IP . But we can further iterate Q to some x-good P ′ ∈ Fx. Then92

IP
′

= IP , which implies that IQ = IP . The rest follows.93

In the next claim we prove that M∞ = M+
∞. This fact of course already94

follows from the fact that M∞|δ∞ = M+
∞|δ∞, but we give a proof here which95

is more generalizable. The claim resolves a question raised implicitly in [1] (see96

the paragraph preceding [1, Lemma 3.38]).97

Claim 2. σ = id and therefore M∞ = M+
∞.98

Proof. Let y ∈ M+
∞. Let P ∈ Fx and ȳ ∈ P be such that P is x-good and99

iP,M+
∞

(ȳ) = y. Let s ∈ I<ω\{∅} be such that ȳ ∈ HP
s . Then (P, s) is stable by100

Claim 1, so (P, s) ∈ Fcov, and101

σ(π(P,s),∞(ȳ)) = iP,M+
∞

(ȳ) = y,

so y ∈ rg(σ), as required.102

From now on we just write M∞ (not M+
∞). Let103

G′ be (M∞,Col(ω,< κ∞))-generic.

We write FM∞ for the set of non-dropping relevant iterates P of M∞ such that104

P ∈ HCM∞[G′]. We write (M∞)M∞ for the direct limit of the premice in FM∞
105

under the iteration maps. Let106

j : M1 →M∞,
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107

k : M∞ → (M∞)M∞

be the iteration maps. By [1], we have108

HODL[x,G] = M∞[∗�δ∞] = M∞[Σ],

109

V
M∞[Σ]
δ∞

= VM∞
δ∞

,
110

δ∞ = ω
L[x,G]
2 = (κ+

x )L[x],

and in particular, δ∞ is regular in L[x,G], and hence, in M∞[Σ].111

Claim 3. Let P ∈ Fx be x-good and let Q ∈ FM∞ . Then112

I = IM∞ = IQ = I(M∞)M∞
.

Therefore iP,M∞ �I = iQ,(M∞)M∞ �I = id.113

Proof. Because I = IL[x,G] and M∞|δ∞ ∈ HODL[x,G], I is a club class of114

elementarily-indiscernibles for M∞, so I ⊆ IM∞ . But by Claim 1, I = IP so115

IM∞ = iP,M∞“I.

It follows that IM∞ = I and iP,M∞ �I = id. The rest is similar.116

Claim 4. ∗�I = id.117

Proof. For any s ∈ I<ω\{∅} and x-good P ∈ Fx,118

(s−)∗ = σ((s−)∗) = iP,M∞(s−) = s−

by Claims 1 and 3.119

Let Fcov �I denote the restriction of Fcov to pairs (P, s) with s ∈ I<ω.120

Claim 5. Fcov �I covers Fcov, in that for every x ∈M∞ there is (P, s) ∈ Fcov121

such that x ∈ rg(π(P,s),∞).122

Proof. Use the previous claims and the fact that M∞ is the hull of I ∪ δ∞.123

Claim 6. Let P,Q,R ∈ Fx with P being x-good, Q an iterate of P , and R an124

iterate of Q. Let s ∈ I<ω\{∅}. So (P, s), (Q, s), (R, s) ∈ Fcov. Then125

π(Q,s),(R,s) = iQ,R �H
Q
s ,

126

π(Q,s),∞ = iQ,M∞ �H
Q
s .

Likewise for Q,R ∈ FM∞ .127

As far as the author knows, the following claim is due to Schindler (the lesser128

fact that ∗�δ∞ = k �δ∞ is proved in [1]):129

Claim 7. ∗ = k �OR.130
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Proof. Let α ∈ OR. Let s ∈ I<ω be such that α ∈ HM∞
s . Let P ∈ Fx be131

such that α ∈ rg(π(P,s),∞) and (P, s ∪ {α}) is stable and P is x-good. Let132

π(P,s),∞(ᾱ) = α. Let s+ = s ∪ {ι} where ι ∈ I and max(s) < ι. By Claim133

1, (P, s+ ∪ {α}) is stable. Now P |ι satisfies “It is forced by Col(ω,< κx) that134

π(L[E],s),∞(ᾱ) = α”. Using Claim 1, therefore M∞|ι and M∞ satisfy “It is135

forced by Col(ω,< κ∞) that π(L[E],s),∞(α) = α∗”. So by Claim 6, k(α) = α∗,136

as required.137

For s ∈ I<ω\{∅}, let ks = k ��HM∞
s .138

Claim 8. Let s ∈ I<ω\{∅}. Then ks ∈M∞ and in fact, ks ∈ rg(j).139

Proof. Let ι, s+ be as before and let γ = γM∞
s . Over M∞|ι, from the pa-140

rameter s we can define (i) the natural surjection γ → HM∞
s , (ii) k � γ, (iii)141

(M∞)M∞ |δ(M∞)M∞
, and therefore, (iv) ks. But s+ ∈ rg(j), so ks ∈ rg(j).142

Claim 9. rg(j) is closed under ∗ and ∗−1.143

Proof. Let α ∈ OR and let s ∈ I<ω be such that α ∈ HM∞
s . By Claim 8,144

ks ∈ rg(j), and by Claim 7, α∗ = ks(α). Therefore α ∈ rg(j) iff α∗ ∈ rg(j).145

Let H = HullM∞[Σ](rg(j)) = HullM∞[Σ](I); note this hull is uncollapsed.146

Claim 10. H ∩OR = rg(j) ∩OR.147

Proof. Let α ∈ H ∩ OR. By Claim 9, it suffices to see that α∗ ∈ rg(j). Let148

s ∈ I<ω be such that α is definable over M∞[Σ] from s. Let P ∈ Fx be x-good149

and such that (P, {α}) is stable. Then note that α is definable over P from s,150

and it easily follows that α∗ ∈ rg(j).151

Letting Λ be the restriction of ΣM1
to trees in M1|κM1 , we therefore have:152

Claim 11. The transitive collapse of H is M1[Λ].153

2.1 Remark. The claim above was proved in [1], and it was also proved (im-154

plicitly) in [1] that M1[Λ] is iterable. However, the arguments given there do155

not generalize well to higher contexts. 1 We just gave a proof of Claim 11156

which does generalize well. Schindler first found a proof for iterability which157

does generalize well; we give a variant of his proof to establish Claim 12 below.158

During the 1st Irvine Conference on Descriptive Inner Model Theory and159

Hod Mice, I claimed that160

M1 & M1[Λ] have the same < δM1 -sequences of ordinals, (1)

1The argument implicit in [1] is as follows. Let T be an iteration tree on M∞ of successor
length α+ 1, such that [0, α]T does not drop. Suppose that T copies to a putative tree U on
M∞[Σ]. We claim that MUα is wellfounded. To see this, we define an order-preserving

% : ORM
U
α → OR.

Let δ = δ(MTα ). So MUα is δ-wellfounded and δ is the unique Woodin of MUα and MUα |δ =
MTα |δ. Let κ < δ∞ and f : κ<ω → OR with f ∈M∞[Σ]. Let a ∈ δ<ω . Let f∗ = ∗ ◦ f . Then
f∗ ∈M∞ by [1, Lemma 3.45]. Define

%(iU0,α(f)(a)) = iT0,α(f∗)(a).

It is easy to see that % works. By copying, it follows that M1[Λ] is iterable. Moreover, iterates
of M1[Λ] are of the form N [ΛN ], where N is an iterate of M1; this is because ΛN chooses
unique wellfounded branches.
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and used this to establish iterability (in a supposedly generalizable manner).161

However, I realized afterward, in conversation with Schindler, that I did not162

have a proof of line (1) above. So I retract this claim. The proof of Claim 12163

does not rely on line (1). In the end, as a corollary to Claim 12, we will deduce164

in 2.2 a weakening of line (1).165

Let166

π0 : M1 →M1 ⊆M1[Λ]

be the identity map. Let Ψ be the putative iteration strategy for M1[Λ] given by167

“inverse copying” trees U on M1[Λ] to trees T on M1 via ΣM1
. This makes sense168

because M1 and M1[Λ] have the same universe below δM1 , which is regular in169

both models. Given a putative tree U on M1[Λ] via Ψ, and given α < lh(U) such170

that [0, α]U does not drop, write MUα = NUα [ΛUα ] (so NUα is putatively M1-like171

and ΛUα is some putative strategy). Given also the inverse copy T on M1, let172

πα : MTα → NUα

be the copy map.173

The following claim was first proved by Ralf Schindler, by a related but174

different argument (see [3]) to what we give. The author later found the proof175

below, mostly independently of Schindler’s work.176

Claim 12 (Schindler). Let T ,U , α, πα be as above. Then NUα = MTα and177

πα = id and ΛUα = ΛMT
α
; thus, MUα = MTα [ΛMT

α
], and in particular, MUα is178

wellfounded.179

Proof. Because we are literally dealing with M1, the fact that ΛUα is correct180

follows from the fact that πα = id. But the proof to follow will actually work181

more generally, by lifting ΛUα to a strategy which we know is correct.182

Let P = MTα . Modifying earlier notation, letM∞ = (M∞)P [G] andM∞[Σ] =183

HODP [G] where G is Col(ω,< κP )-generic over P . We have the natural maps184

iM1,M∞ , iM1,P and iP,M∞ , which commute. Let185

H
M∞[Σ]
M1

= HullM∞[Σ](rg(iM1,M∞)),

186

H
M∞[Σ]
P = HullM∞[Σ](rg(iP,M∞)),

187

H
P [ΛP ]
M1

= HullP [ΛP ](rg(iM1,P )).

Then as before,188

H
M∞[Σ]
M1

∩M∞ = rg(iM1,M∞),
189

H
M∞[Σ]
P ∩M∞ = rg(iP,M∞).

So the transitive collapse of H
M∞[Σ]
M1

is M1[Λ], and the transitive collapse of190

H
M∞[Σ]
P is P [ΛP ] (note their strategies lift to M∞[Σ]). So by commutativity,191

the transitive collapse of H
P [ΛP ]
M1

is M1[Λ]. Let192

i+M1,M∞
: M1[Λ]→M∞[Σ]
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be the uncollapse map; so iM1,M∞ ⊆ i+M1,M∞
. Likewise for i+M1,P

and i+P,M∞
. Let193

E be the (δM1 , δM∞)-extender derived from iM1,M∞, let EM1,P be the (δM1 , δP )-194

extender derived from iM1,P , and EP,M∞ the (δP , δM∞)-extender derived from195

iP,M∞ . Then196

E = EP,M∞ ◦ EM1,P ,
197

P = Ult(M1, EM1,P ),
198

M∞ = Ult(P,EP,M∞) = Ult(M1, E),

and iM1,P , iP,M∞ , iM1,M∞ are the ultrapower maps. Because iM1,M∞ ⊆ i+M1,M∞
,199

the commuting factor map200

% : Ult(M1[Λ], E)→M∞[Σ]

is the identity. Similarly for the other ultrapowers, so201

M∞[Σ] = Ult(M1[Λ], E),
202

P [ΛP ] = Ult(M1[Λ], EM1,P ),
203

M∞[Σ] = Ult(P [ΛP ], EP,M∞),

and i+M1,M∞
, i+M1,P

, i+P,M∞
are the ultrapower maps. But EM1,P is the branch204

extender of U , so205

NUα [Λα] = MUα = Ult(M1[Λ], EM1,P ) = P [ΛP ]

and iU = i+M1,P
is the ultrapower map. So NUα = P = MTα and Λα = ΛP =206

ΛMT
α

. Further,207

πα : P → NUα

is such that πα �δP = id and iU = πα ◦ iT . But since208

iT = iM1,P ⊆ i+M1,P
= iU ,

we have πα �rg(iT ) = id. But then209

δN
U
α ∪ IN

U
α ⊆ rg(πα),

so rg(πα) = NUα , so πα = id.210

Now that we have proved Claim 12, we don’t need line (1). However, from211

Claim 12 we can deduce that the following weakening of line (1) holds, and if we212

had known this weakening in advance, we could have used it in the role initially213

desired for line (1).214

2.2 Corollary. Let κ < δM1 and f : κ<ω → OR with f ∈ M1[Λ]. Let T215

be an iteration tree on M1 of length α + 1, such that [0, α]T does not drop.216

Let b ∈ iT (κ)<ω and Eb be the measure over κ<ω derived from iT and b (so217

Eb ∈M1). Then there is an Eb-measure one set A ∈M1 such that f �A ∈M1.218

Proof. Otherwise T and its copy U on M1[Λ], contradicts Claim 12.219

We now return to our earlier notation with M∞ and M∞[Σ] being in the220

sense of L[x,G]. In order to prove the final claim below, we need the following221

fact, due to the author and Steel:222
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2.3 Fact. M∞ is a normal iterate of M1.223

The basic idea for proving the final claim was suggested to the author by224

Steel. The claim was also proved independently by Sargsyan, by a similar ar-225

gument.226

Claim 13. δ∞ is Woodin in M∞[Σ], and therefore δM1 is Woodin in M1[Λ].227

Proof. Suppose not and let Q E M∞[Σ] be the Q-structure for δ∞. (Here we228

take M∞[Σ] arranged in a fine-structural strategy premouse hierarchy above229

δ∞.) Using the fact above, there is a limit length normal tree T on M1 such230

that M(T ) = M∞|δM∞ . Clearly T ∈ L[x,G]. Let b = ΣM1(T ). Let U on231

M1[Λ] be the copy of T . Then by Claim 12, iUb (Q̄) = Q, where Q̄ E M1[Λ] is232

the Q-structure for M1|δM1 , (where M1[Λ] is also arranged as a strategy pre-233

mouse). Working in L[x,G][J ] where J is (L[x,G],Col(ω, δ∞))-generic, we have234

a tree searching for a pair (R, c) such that R is a strategy premouse extend-235

ing M1|δM1 , δM1 is inaccessible in J (R), c is a non-dropping T -cofinal branch,236

and considering T as a tree on J (R), then iTc (R) = Q. So there is some such237

(c0, R0) ∈ L[x,G][J ]. But the proof of the Zipper Lemma shows that there is238

a unique such pair (c,R). (Given two such pairs (c,R) and (c′, R′), we con-239

sider T as a tree U on J (R) and as a tree U ′ on J (R′). But J (R) and J (R′)240

agree below δM1 , an inaccessible of both models, and U ,U ′ are based below241

δM1 . Therefore the models of U agree sufficiently with the models of U ′ that242

we can run the proof of the Zipper Lemma, even with trees on two different243

base models.) Therefore (c0, R0) = (b, Q̄) ∈ L[x,G], so δ∞ has cofinality ω in244

L[x,G], a contradiction.245
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